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Lab experiments have gone to extremes to
isolate and repress other-regarding behavior in
extensive-form bargaining games, with limited
success. Consider, for example, Elizabedi Hoff-
man et al.'s (19%; hereafter HMS) Anonymous
Dictator game. This game controls self-interested
strategic behavior by giving a person complete
control over the distribudon of wealth, and com-
plete anonymity from all others including the
experimenter. While theory predicts people wilh
complete control and complete anonymity will
offer up nodiing to others, in fact diey sdll share
die wealdi in about 40 percent of die observed
bargains. Such other-regarding choice is an-
other example in which individual behavior dif-
fers from that predicted by subgame perfection,
and supports the call for a new "behavioral
game dieory" (Colin F. Camerer, 1997).

Herein we extend the work of HMS to reveal
a setting in which 95 percent of dictators follow
game-theoredc predictions. In contrast to previ-
ous studies, our design has people bargain over
eamed wealth rather than uneamed wealth
granted by the experimenter. We aigue that just
as rewaids must be salient (Kyung Hwan Baik
et al., 1999), the assets in a baigain must be
legidmate to produce radonal behavior.' Our
results support this conjecture. Dictators bar-
gaining over eamed wealth were more self-
interested than observed in previous studies;
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' While diis proposidon has not been explicidy exam-
ined in bargaining behavior, diere is closely related work
widiin dw economics and psychology literature: for exam-
ple, found-money effiect and mental accoundng (e.g.. Milton
Friedman, 1957; James P. Keeler et al.. 1985; Richard
Thaler, 1990: Hal Arices et al.. 1994; James Konow. 2000).

and when they had complete anonymity, selfless
behavior is essendally eliminated.

L Ex

PreUminaries.—Subjects were recruited from
die undeigraduale student body at die Univer-
sity of Central Florida. All subjects were unfa-
miliar with bargaining games. We conducted
three sessions, each having 52 or 61 bargaining
pairs. Participants were randomly assigned to
two groups, split into rooms A and B. The two
groups did not have any contact before, during,
or after the session. Subjects were only allowed
to talk to administrators.

Stages.—The experiment had two stuges
(eamings and bargaining), each with a written
protocol to ensure consistency. The eamings
stage had subjects in Room A participate in a
money-eaming session without knowledge of
die second bargaining stage. Subjects eamed
money by taking a quiz containing 17 questions
taken from the sample secdon of the Graduate
Management Admission Test (GMAT).- The
amount eamed was determined by the following
mle: if the subject answered at least ten ques-
dons correcdy, he or she would eam $40; oth-
erwise, he or she received $10. Subjects knew
they had 45 minutes to complete the quiz. After
the dme elapsed, the monitors collected and
graded the quizzes, and distributed cash eam-
ings to each subject in confidence according to
the specified eamings mle. After receiving their
money, the subjects who eamed $40 were put in
a separate room (Room Al) from those who
eamed $10 (Room A2).

The bargaining stage randomly matched sub-
jects in Room Al and A2 with diose in Room B
to form baigaining pairs. The person in Room A
was the first mover (i.e.. dictator) and bargained
over his or her eamed wealth. Instmctions for

-The instrucdons are available upon request and the
earnings quiz is provided in John A. List and Cheny (2000).
Pilot sessions indicate die effect of dw earnings session is
robust acioss tasks other than a quiz.
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the dictator game were read aloud to both
groups.̂  All bargaining games were one-shot,
and players had complete information. For each
pair, the player in Room Al or A2 dictated a
split of his or her wealth with the person in
Room B. Administrators carried the offers from
Room Al and A2 to Room B. Final eamings
were paid according to the dictated split, and
subjects departed one at a time with their cash
payment. This concluded the bargaining stage,
and ended the session.

Treatments.—^Based on the two-stage design,
we created three treatments: baseline, eamings,
and double blind with eamings. Given the dichot-
omous outcome of earnings, each of the three
treatments had a high- and low-stakes session. In
the baseline treatment (B), subjects did not partic-
ipate in an eamings stage prior to the baigaining
stage. As in previous studies, dictates in Room A
were provided their wealth by the experimenter.
Specifically, subjects were tokl that "$X has been
provisionally allocated to each pair and the person
in Room A can propose how much of this each
person is to receive." Dictators were allocated
either $40 or $10 to provide a clean comparison to
the two potential eamings outcomes.

In the eamings treatment (E), subjects in
Room A participated in the eamings stage prior
to the bargaining stage. Instructions informed
all subjects that "the person in Room A has
eamed an amount of money by participating in
a previous session" and "the person in Room B
has not had the opportunity to eam any money."
Further, they were informed "the person in
Room A decides how much of his or her eam-
ings they are to receive and how much of his or
her eamings the person in Room B is to re-
ceive." For time management, subjects in Room
B arrived one hour after those in Room A.

The double blind with earnings (DBE) treat-
ment was identical to the eamings treatment,
except that the bargaining stage was identical to
the Double Blind 1 (DBl) protocol in '*

^ As in HMS, we used the experimental instructions from
Robert Forsythe et al. (1994) as the baseline with the ad-
justment to incorporate whether die wealth was eamed or
allocated. We note that it was common knowledge whether
the stakes were eamed or allocated but only dictators knew
of the two stake levels ($10 vs. $40).

* In the DB 1 experiment, (a) the administrator chooses a
subject from Room A to oversee the bargaining stage: (b)

The only adjustments we make to incorporate
the eaming session with HMS's isolation design
is to separate those that eamed $40 versus $10,
and adjust the number of blank slips of paper in
the envelopes; 40 slips and bills, or 10 slips and
bills.

n. Resuits and Condnsion

Figures 1 and 2 provide the cumulative dis-
tributions from our low- and high-stakes exper-
iments. Results indicate that other-regarding
behavior is greatly diminished when bargaining
involves eamed wealth, and this behavior is
nearly eliminated when eamed stakes are com-
bined with anonymity.

In the baseline treatments, the theoretically
predicted "zero offer" occurred in 19 percent of
the low-stakes bargains and 15 percent of the
high-stakes bargains. In contrast, legitimizing
wealth with an eamings session prior to bar-
gaining dramatically reduced off-equilibrium
behavior, with zero offers arising in 79 and 70
percent of the bargains in the low- and high-
stakes eamings treatments. As the diagrams
illustrate. Fisher's exact and Wilcoxon tests re-
veal that the proportions of nonzero offers and
the distribution of offers in the eamings treat-
ments are significantly lower than those found
in the baseline treatments (p < 0.0000 in all
cases).^

Now consider the double-blind eamings treat-
ment. When isolated dictators acted over eamed
wealth, self-interested game-theoretic behavior
was the norm. Bargainers made zero offers 95

the administrator reads the instructions aloud; (c) each per-
son in Room A individually and randomly selects one of
N + 2 opaque envelopes, in which N envelopes contain 10
(or 40) one-dollar bills and 10 (or 40) slips of paper, and the
two additional envelopes contain 20 (or 80) slips of blank
paper: (d) subjects open the envelope behind a large card-
board box and decide how many bills to leave for tbe person
in Room B, where slips of paper replace bills to ensure
consistency in envelope thickness; (e) subjects seal the
envelope and drop it in a box as they exit; (f) the process is
repeated for all people in Rooms Al and A2; (g) the
administrator takes the box of envelopes outside of the door
of Room B; (h) people in Room B individually exit, in
which they randomly select an envelope and the contents
are recorded by the administrator; (i) this process is repeated
for eveiyone in Room B; and (j) the experiment concludes
with the payment of the overseer selected in step (a).

' The Wilcoxon test statistic was W = 4.S7 for high
stakes and W = 4.32 for low stakes.
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RGURE I. CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTIONS OF OFFERS IN THE $10 DICTATOR GAME.S

FIGURE 2. CIAIULATIVE DISTRIBUTIONS OF OFFERS IN TOE $40 DICTATOR GAME.S

percent of the time in the double-blind eamings
treatments and 97 percent of the time in the
high-stakes treatment. Such hardnose behavior
by dictators stands in stark ccmtrast to previous
work that reports only 20-60 percent of ob-
served behavior adhere to subgame perfection.
The frequency of nonzero offers and the distri-
bution of offers observed in the double-blind
eamings sessions is significantly lower than
those in the baseline (p < 0.0000). Comparing
the double-blind eamings and the straight eam-
ings treatments, tests indicate that the increased
anonymity from the double-blind pmtacol sig-
nificantly lowered the frequency and distribu-
tion of off-equilibrium behavior in the high-
stakes sessions (Fisher's exact, p < 0.007;
IV = 3.14, p = 0.002). Tests were less con-

vincing for the low-stakes sessions (Fisher's
exact, p = 0.256 and W = 1.40, p = 0.16).*

We conclude with two observations that have
broader implications. First, legidmizing wealth
with effort is no less important than controlling
reciprocity in explaining other-regarding behav-
ior in simple bargaining games. It follows that
asset origin could affect the degree of anomal-
istic behavior witnessed in other experimental
settings. WindfaU wealth, for instance, might
explain the lack of free-riding in the provision
of public goods in the lab(»atory. Second, asset

" Note tiiat behavior was statistically equivalent across
^ and low stakes. Uw result of no wealtii efftcts witii

eamed money conesponds to previous findings witii allo-
cated wealtii (e.g., Foisytiw et al.. 1994).
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origin combined with isolation closed a long-
standing gap between standard game theoiy and
observation. When assets are legitimized with
effort and strategic concems are controlled with
isolation, altmism was the exception and self-
interest was the mle. Strategic concems—not
faimess—appear to be the motivation for other-
regarding behavior when people baigain over
eamed wealth. This raises the question of when
the efforts to explain the gq> generated by wind-
fall assets are necessaiy.
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